however, the identity of these people as Albanians was of far greater importance than their religious affiliation. In Albania, they mention the communist attempts to abolish religion by banning and imprisoning priests and imams; however they fail to mention that hundreds were tortured and executed or died from forced labour and malnutrition.
These authors delineate three phases of change from communism to democracy: euphoria, disillusionment and nostalgia. They claim that Romania is the only country to have suffered violence through the changes (apparently not heeding the arguably similar situation of former-Yugoslavia). They observe that Albania made the fastest change towards privatization; that in three years about 70% of the economy was privatized, and furthermore that by 2007 almost 98% of agricultural land had been distributed to smallholders (many might dispute these claims, especially considering that in 2017, there are still numerous ongoing bloodfeuds concerning land ownership). However, they also observe that policymaking is élitist, lacking participation by a broad range of actors. They note that in the transition period there has been a reproduction of the communist nomenklatura in the political-administrative realms. Bogdani and Loughlin outline the three main phases of EU assistance to Albania.
They note that a considerable portion of international aid went towards paying high salaries and generous benefits to foreign technical advisers and experts-some with no prior experience in Albania. They state that Albanian politicians have acquired massive wealth through having power to give or take favours to take charge of profitable tenders and procurements, all at the expense of Albania's citizens. A chapter is devoted to the changing role of local government in respect of decentralization. But they conclude that 'policymaking in Albania is mainly élitist, but the élites are not always capable of carrying through the reforms, which are fine on paper, but are not implemented sufficiently ' (p.239) .
Albania committed itself to the goal of EU accession from 2000. Politicians' salaries are eight times those of an average worker, and they have additional perks, for example cars and drivers. Yet these are not people with the necessary professional expertise and knowledge. The speed of producing new legislation, they note, is not matched with the speed of implementing new laws. The authors give reasons why neither of the major Albanian parties were able to create a truly democratic atmosphere: both parties inherited much of the organizational structures and traditions of the Communist Party of Labour, with many of their members having been active in that Party; there was also a lack of political experience other than the previous political system's legacy. This relates to the lack of a civil society which is also a major handicap for Albania. The authors quote the IRI National Youth Survey, January-February 2003, concerning the dependence of NGOs on foreign donors as a dependency relationship that is very disturbing since there is a tendency on the part of civil society organizations to accommodate in their projects the objectives of the donors rather than the priorities and needs of the country.
In her Introduction, Troncota notes the importance of the situation for the EU in 2014, both a politically engaging year as the centenary of the start of the First World War and the year of the appointment of a new EU leadership for the coming five years. However, nowhere does she mention the importance of the EU as a major peace project in itself (as the other authors do). Further they state that with the legacy of war, the CEE countries managed their transition to nation-statehood without the violence of civil war and ethnic cleansing that characterized other parts of the Balkans (with Albania as something of an exception). At the time of writing, the EU had just gained its 28 th member state (Croatia). Troncota considers that these former-Yugoslav entities, even twenty years after the end of their wars, remain 'the most problematic and dysfunctional countries in the region'.
Her chapter on re-assessing Europeanization in the post-conflict setting, while granting that there has been some success in the arresting of war criminals, notes that there remain many other challenges. The author outlines specificities of EU conditionality in postconflict countries. She explains the lengthy procedure demanded in order for states to be accepted into the EU: that EU members have at least 75 veto points on which they must agree unanimously in order for a country to advance to candidate status, starting negotiations, opening and closing each of the 35-plus chapters with formal conclusions of negotiations, the succession treaty and the date for joining. This involves basically three stages: political stabilization, swift transition to a market economy and promotion of regional cooperation. Bogdani and Loughlin also discuss the issue of human and minority rights as well as the Accession Process and EU membership (the Copenhagen criteria), listing its seven processes, and also noting that for states joining later, the processes will be even more demanding. Troncota's chapter on Kosovo relates to the Brussels Agreement of 2013, (whose 15 points are given in Annex 2) and its continuously re-interpreted forms by which the EU hoped to be able to make it agreeable to both sides, but which, at each stage, the two parties She concludes her study noting that the former Yugoslav countries remained tied up by their efforts to re-draw borders along ethnic lines, by strategically using EU conditionality (a leverage exercised in three ways: political conditionality, financial aid and sanctions) to further separation and political isolation instead of promoting more consensus-seeking behaviour. By postponing the problem with ambiguity, the countries are adding to geostrategic uncertainty. However, she concludes optimistically that 'there are reasons to be hopeful that state reform processes in Kosovo and Bosnia will also benefit from renewed EU engagement as a foreign and security actor in the Western Balkans'.
Bogdani and Loughlin wrongly attribute the building of the tens of thousands of concrete bunkers in Albania to the 1960s. In fact they were built in the 1970s and 1980s.
They give figures for the number of Albanians in Turkey (around a million) and for recent migrants to Greece (600,000), Italy (300,000), Germany (120,000), Switzerland (100,000).
However, they give no figures for Canada and the US, and do not even mention migration to the UK.
Troncota provides useful maps of each of the countries discussed, and besides supplying an ample bibliography, she also provides a précis of the two essential documents relating to negotiations between the EU and the two countries: the Sejdić-Finci ruling and the Brussels Agreement. During the first year of communism, 3,000 'enemies of the people' were executed following mock-trials or disappeared without trace, and another 6,000 were under arrest awaiting either execution or removal to forced labour camps. For the period until 1948, Albania was preparing to become the seventh Republic of Yugoslavia., used the Yugoslav Dinar in place of the Albanian Lek, and had free borders between the two countries. Yugoslavia benefitted from stores of goods remaining after the Italians had imported a wide range of goods, anticipating that their nationals would be the benficiaries. Records show that 6,000 large landowners, and 10,000 smaller ones were dispossessed of their land, and from 1948 all landowners were forced to give a stipulated amount of grain. Zavalani discusses the Corfu Incident the hearing for which went on for two years, though the solution was not enacted until 1998. Despite Hoxha's following of the Soviet lead, Albania was never allowed to join the Comminform pact, nor did any Red Army soldier ever set foot in Albania. In Albania, independent artisans were never supplied with materials. Like many of Kadare's stories, A Girl in Exile takes the reader seamlessly between past and present, consciousness and dreams. There is something of a parallel between Kadare himself and the fictional playwright who was on the verge of being considered a threat to the Communist state. Likewise the fictional playwright, Rudian Stefa, is never confronted with any charges of political deviation, although much of the text insinuates accusations and fears of such accusations, which is interwoven with the story of the Girl (Linda B) who had been living as an ostracized internee in an undefined remote area of the isolated country, but a great fan of Rudian, whose book she managed to obtain through her friend, Migena. The link between these Migena and the playwright, though they never meet, other than in imagination, is Linda's schoolfriend/Rudian's lover, Migena-seen by Rudian as her name's anagram: an enigma.
This is another brilliant page-turner from the prolific Kadare. Golna's book, despite mentioning at least 50 places.
